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cathode ray tube
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Once all initial and final settings and animationpro-,
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operation is controlled by a single _control switch .
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operator . While different animation sequences are pre- .
programmed, selection from among the ammauon
se ucnces is manu

	

t t e
i qty o art~st~c creation .
'T~ sys em of this invention incorporates frequency

controls that enable all operations to be synchronized
with the shutter frequency of a cinema camera. Ac-
cordingly, a cinema camera that is photographing the
final animated display on the output cathode ray tube is
synchronized with the frame rate of that display .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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There are four input conductors 38, 39, 40 and 41 to
the Y summing amplifier 26 . The conductor 38 leads
from a final Y position commutator 42 and carries
signals representing final Y position of the individual

5 sections of the scene . The conductor 39 leads from an
integrator 43 that generates a ramp signal establishin
the sweep of the display beam, in the

	

rttcal Y
direction at the line frequency. The conductor

	

eads\
from an integrator 44 that generates a ramp signal

to establishing the sweep of the display beam in a vertical
or Y direction at the frame frequency . The conductor
41 leads from a Y animation multiplier 45 that delivers

FIG . 1 is a schematic diagram of the synch generator .

	

output signals corresponding to animation in the Y

FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram of the section control 15 direction .
network .

	

The ramp generators 32 and 43 generate ramp

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of portions of the ani-

	

signals at the horizontal line frequency, and the ramp

mation network .

	

generators 33 and 44 generate ramps at the frame

FIG . 4 is a schematic diagram of the remaining por-

	

frequency . The amplitudes of the ramps generated are

tions of the animation network .

	

20 direct functions of the input voltages which can be
varied in a manner to be described as rotation or ani-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

	

mation or both are imparted to the scene. Otherwise,

Referring first to FIG. 4, the animation computer 10

	

the ramp generators generate ramp functions that

has output summing amplifiers 11 and 12 . Output con-

	

define a normal rectangular raster for the beam of the

ductors 13 and 14, respectively, from the summing am- 25 display tube synchronized with that of the video

plifiers 11 and 12 carry signals that position the beam

	

camera .

of the display cathode ray tube (not shown) in horizon-

	

To rotate the sweep of the display beam, a poten-

tal and vertical directions . The output conductor 13

	

tiometer 48 can be manually adjusted to select a volt-

carries signals representing the instantaneous location

	

age proportional to the angle of rotation . Assuming this

of the beam in a horizontal or X direction and the out- 30 angle of rotation as designated by b and rotation of the

put conductor 14 carries signals that position the beam

	

X and Y coordinates is in a clockwise direction.about

in the vertical or Y direction .

	

the angle b to new coordinates X' and Y', the formulas

One input conductor 15 to the summing amplifier 11

	

for X' and Y' are X' = X cosine b - Ysine b and Y'= X

leads from a manually variable potentiometer 16 for

	

sine b + Y cosine b, where X and Y are coordinates of

providing a variable voltage input proportional to final 35 the scene in the original horizontal and vertical

X position of the entire scene . Adjustment of the

	

reference coordinates of the display tube and X' and Y'

potentiometer 16 permits selective variation of the

	

are reference coordinates of the display tube and X'

final position of the scene in the horizontal direction .

	

and Y' are coordinates ofthe scene rotated through the

Another input conductor 17 to the summing amplifier 40 angle b-

I I leads from a manually adjustable potentiometer 18

	

The voltage corresponding to the angle b is trans-

that sets final X size for the entire scene. Adjustment of

	

mitted from the potentiometer 48 through a conductor

18 permits adjustment of the width

	

49to an angle summing amplifier 50 . This voltage car-
the
of the final scene .

potentiometer

	

ried by the conductor 49 sets the angle of rotation for

Similarly, an input conductor 19 to the summing am- 45 the overall scene . Individual section angles of rotation

plifier 12 leads from a manually adjustable potentiome-

	

may be derived from a commutator 51 having separate

ter 20 for establishing final Y position of the entire

	

angle settings for individual sections of the scene . The

scene . A conductor 21 to the summing amplifier 12

	

commutator 51 is sequenced to operate in a manner to

leads for a manually adjustable potentiometer 22 that

	

be described to produce output voltages in an output

sets the final Y size of the entire scene.

	

50 conductor 52 that leads to a multiplier 53 . The output

The potentiometer 18 is connected to the output of

	

conductor 54 from the multiplier 53 also constitutes an

an X summing amplifier 25 and the potentiometer 22 is

	

input to the angle summing amplifier 50 . Finally,

connected to the output of a Y summing amplifier 26 .

	

another input conductor 55 to the angle summing am-

Four input conductors 27,28,29 and 30 lead to the X

	

plifier 50 may lead from any other source of steady or

summing amplifier 25 . The conductor 27 leads from a 55 time-varying signal sources for further varying the

commutator 31 to deliver signals to the X summing am-

	

angle b .
plifier 25 establishing final X positions of individual

	

A conductor 57 carries the output signal from the

sections of the scene . The conductor; 28 and 29 lead

	

angle summing amplifier 50 to a sine-cosine computa-

from integrators 32 and 33, the integrator 32 generat-

	

tion circuit 58 . One output from the sine-cosine com-

ing a horizontal-sweep ramp signal for the display beam 60 putation circuit 58 is a signal corresponding to the sine

in the X direction at the line frequency and the integra-

	

of the angle b and is delivered by a conductor 59 to

for 33 generating a horizontal-sweep ramp signal for

	

separate multipliers 60 and 61 . The o "-her output from

the display beam in the X direction at the frame

	

the sine-cosine computation circuit 58 corresponds to

frequency . The conductor 30 leads from an animation 65 the cosine of the angle b and is delivered by another

multiplier 34 which functions in a manner to be

	

conductor 62 to separate multipliers 63 and 64 .

described to supply signals for animation in the X

	

Another input to the multiplier 63 is proportional to

direction to its output conductor 30 .

	

the instantaneous value of the size of X derived in a
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6
manner to be described and delivered by a conductor

	

multiplier 108 . An input conductor 109 to the Y size

66 . Accordingly, the output from the multiplier 63

	

multiplier 108 leads from a Y size summing amplifier

delivered by a conductor 67 to the integrator 32 is pro-

	

110. One input conductor 111 to the Y size summing

portional to the value of X cosine b . A conductor 68

	

amplifier 110 leads from a Y size potentiometer 112

also delivers the signal proportional to he instantaneous 5 that is manually adjustable to set the initial Y size of the

value of X to the multiplier 61 . The output from the

	

entire scene. Another conductor 113 leading to the Y

multiplier 61 is proportional to X sine b and is delivered

	

size summing amplifier 110 leads from an individual

by a conductor 69 to the integrator 43 .

	

section Y size commutator 114 that establishes Y sizes

A conductor 70 delivers a signal to the multiplier 60

	

for the individual sections and is sequenced in a

that is proportional to the instantaneous value of the 10 manner to be described . A third input conductor 115 to

size of Y. The output from the multiplier 60 is propor-

	

the Y size summing amplifier 110 is connected to

tional to Y sine b and is delivered by a conductor 71 to

	

deliver arbitrary inputs to vary Y size as desired .

an inverter 72, the output from which is proportional to

	

Voltage

	

signals

	

for

	

producing

	

animation

	

are

the value of (-Y sine b) and is delivered by a conductor 15 developed in three oscillators 120, 121 and 122 . The

73 to the integrator 33 . A conductor 74 delivers signals

	

oscillator 120 originates animation in the X direction .

proportional to the instantaneous value of the size of Y

	

The oscillator 121 originates animation in the Y

to the multiplier 64. The output from the multiplier 64

	

direction. Animation is also produced in a Z direction

is proportional to Y cosine b and is delivered by a con-

	

which is defined as being normal to the plane of the dis-

ductor 75 to the integrator 44.

	

20 play cathode ray tube as defined by the X and Y coor-

Thus, for rotation of the scene, or individual sections

	

dinates . This Z direction animation is developed in the

of the scene, ramp functions proportional to X cosine b

	

oscillator 122 .

and (-Y sine b) are combined in the X summing ampli-

	

Signals from the X oscillator 120 are transmitted

fier 25 to produce an output proportional to X' instead

	

through a conductor 123 and a manually operable

of X, and ramp functions proportional to X sine b and Y 25 switch 124 to a multiplier 125 where the signals may be

cosine b are combined in the Y summing amplifier 26 to

	

modified as will be described. The output conductor

produce an output proportional to Y' instead of Y.

	

126 from the multiplier 125 leads to an electronic

Initial X position for the entire scene is manually set

	

switch 127 and thence to the conductor 85 that leads to

in a potentiometer 80 the output from which is

	

the summing amplifier 82 for direct variation of the X

delivered by a conductor 81 to a summing amplifier 82. 30 signal . Signals from the Y oscillator 121 are delivered

Initial X positions for individual sections are set in a

	

by a conductor 129 through a manually operable

commutator 83 sequenced in a manner to be described

	

switch 130 to a multiplier 131 . From the multiplier

to produce output proportional to the initial X posi-

	

131, the oscillator signals are transmitted through a

tions of the individual sections as delivered by a con-

	

conductor 132 to an electronic switch 133 and then by

ductor 84 to the summing amplifier 82. Another con- 35 the conductor 93 to the summing amplifier 90 for

ductor 85 leading to the summing amplifier carries ani-

	

direct variation of the Y signal.

mation signals as will be described . A conductor 86

	

The Z oscillator 122 produces signals to modulate

delivers the output signal from the summing amplifier

	

the size of the display . This is done by the transmission

82 to the animation multiplier 34 .

	

40 of signals from the Z oscillator 122 through a conduc-

Similarly,

	

a

	

potentiometer

	

88

	

permits

	

manual

	

for 136 and a manually operable switch 137 to a mul-

settings of initial Y position for the entire scene and a

	

tiplier 138 . From the multiplier 138, the signals are

conductor 89 delivers this signal to a summing amplifi-

	

transmitted through a conductor 139, an electronic

er 90 . Another conductor 91 leads from a commutator

	

switch 140, and a conductor 141 to an initial Z

92 in which initial Y positions are set for individual sec- 45 summing amplifier 142 . A second input to the initial Z

tions, sequenced in a manner to be described . A third

	

summing amplifier is a basic Z signal transmitted from

conductor 93 leading to the summing amplifier 90 car-

	

a potentiometer 143 through a conductor 144. The

ries animation signals. The output from the summing

	

potentiometer 143 is manually adjustable to set an ini-

amplifier 90 is delivered by a conductor 94 to the mul-

	

tial Z value for the entire display. A third input to the

tiplier 45 .

	

50 initial Z summing amplifier is transmitted by a conduc-

The signal carried in the conductor 66 that cor-

	

for 145 from a commutator 146 that is sequenced in a

responds to instantaneous X size comes from an X size

	

manner to be described to generate initial Z voltages

multiplier 98 . One input to the X size multiplier 98 is

	

for the individual sections of the display . The output

delivered by a conductor 99 leading from an X size

	

from the initial Z summing amplifier 142 is transmitted

summing amplifier 100 . A potentiometer 101 can be 55 through a conductor 148 to a Z animation multiplier

manually adjusted to set initial X size for the entire

	

149. The output from the Z animation multiplier 149 is

scene . The voltage set in the potentiometer 101 is

	

delivered by a conductor 150 to a final Z summing am-

delivered by a conductor 102 to the X size summing

	

plifier 151 .

amplifier 100 . X sizes for the individual sections are set

	

Another input to the final Z summing amplifier

in a commutator 103 sequenced as will be described to 60 comes from a final Z potentiometer 152 that is

deliver voltages through a conductor 104 to the X size

	

manually adjustable to set a final Z value for the entire

summing amplifier ; these voltages are proportional to

	

display . This signal is transmitted to the final Z

the X sizes of the individual sections . Another conduc-

	

summing amplifier through a conductor 153 . Another

for 105 leading to the X size summing amplifier 100

	

input to the final Z summing amplifier 151 comes from

may deliver arbitrary signals to vary X size .

	

65 aconductor 154 leading from a commutator 155 that is

The conductor 74 that carries signals corresponding

	

sequenced to deliver final Z values for the individual

to instantaneous values of Y size leads from a Y size

	

sections of the display . The output from the final Z
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summing amplifier 151 is delivered by a conductor 157
to the X-size multiplier 98 and by a conductor 158 to
the Y size multiplier 108 . In this way, the signals from
the Z oscillator 122 modulate X and Y indirectly by
modulating the gains in the X and Y size multipliers 98
and 108.

Animation sequence of the entire display is con-
trolled by a sequence ramp generator 164 or, or in-
dividual sections of the display, by a commutator 165
that transmits a separate ramp voltage for each section
ofthe display . These additional ramp voltages would be
generated by separate ramp generators similar to the
sequence ramp generator 164. The sequence ramp
generator 164 generates a ramp voltage with the time
duration and polarity depending upon the setting of a
switch 166 between a potentiometer 167 for a positive
going ramp and a potentiometer 168 for a negative
going ramp. Another switch 169 connected to the
sequence ramp generator 164 is movable between a
grounded terminal 170 that resets the sequence ramp
generator and holds it in reset as long as the switch is in
contact with it, and another switch terminal 171 that is
connected to deliver a +5 volt steady signal to the
sequence ramp generator for operation .
The sequence ramp generator 164 has an output

conductor 172 and the commutator 165 has an output
173 . A manually operable switch 174 permits selection
between the sequence ramp generator 164 and the
commutator 165 .
The ramp signals are delivered by a conductor 176 to

an inverter amplifier 177 where the ramp is inverted .
The inverted ramp is delivered by a conductor 178 to a
sequence control summing amplifier 179. The anima-
tion control voltage of the sequence control summing
amplifier 179 is set by a potentiometer 180 that is
manually adjustable to deliver a control voltage
through a conductor 181 to the summing amplifier 179 .
The output from the sequence control summing ampli-
fier 179 is transmitted by a conductor 182 to the X ani-
mation multiplier 34 and by a conductor 183 to the Y
animation multiplier 45 .
Another conductor 184 delivers the output from the

sequence control summing amplifier 179 to the Z ani-
mation multiplier 149 .
The ramp signals from the sequence ramp generator

164 (or the commutator 165) are also transmitted
through a conductor 187 to a manually operable switch
188 . When the switch 188 is in the position shown in
the drawing, connected to the conductor 187, it trans-
mits the ramp voltage through a conductor 189 to the
final Z summing amplifier 151 . Alternatively, the
switch 188 can be moved into contact with a switch ter-
minal 190 that is connected to deliver a steady +10 volt
signal .
A switch 192 can be manually shifted between a ter-

minal 193 that delivers inverted ramp signals from the
inverter -amplifier 177 and a terminal 194 that is con-
nected to deliver the steady +10 volt signal from the
conductor 191 . The switch 192 is connected by a con-
ductor 196 to input conductors 197,198 and 199 to the
X, Y and Z multipliers 125,131 and 138 respectively.
The voltage output from the Z multiplier 138 is

delivered through a conductor 202 to a potentiometer
203 so that a small portion of the Z oscillator signal can
be supplied by a conductor 204 for mixture with the X
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oscillator signal . The output from the Z multiplier 138
is also delivered by a conductor 205 to a potentiometer
205 . A small portion of the Z voltage can then be
delivered by a conductor 207 for mixture with the Y
oscillator signals . This mixing of Z oscillator signals
with the X and Y oscillator signals compensates for
resetting of the integrators to zero and makes Z anima-
tion symmetrical .
From the foregoing, it is apparent that initial Z values

produced in the initial Z summing amplifier 142 are
established by the setting of the potentiometer 143, the
settings for initial Z values of the individual sections
produced in the commutator 146, and the output from
the Z multiplier 138 . This output from the multiplier
138 varies in proportion to the amplitude of the ramp
voltage produced in the sequence ramp generator 164
since that inverted ramp voltage coming from the in-
verter amplifier 177 is transmitted from the conductor
178, the switch 192, the conductors 196 and 197, and
the conductor 199 to control the gain of the multiplier
138 . The inverted ramp signal as modified by the ani-
mation multiplier control voltage produced in the
potentiometer 180 is transmitted from the sequence

25 control summation amplifier 179 through the conduc-
tor 184 to control the gain of the Z animation multipli-
er 149 . Therefore, at the beginning ofthe animation in-
terval, the gain of the multiplier 149 is unity and
gradually changes to zero at the end of the animation
interval . When the gain of the multiplier 149 reaches
zero, it no longer produces an output to affect the final
Z summing amplifier 151 . Therefore, final Z at the end
of the animation sequence is a function only ofthe final
Z signal produced by the setting of the potentiometer
152, the individual section Z values established by the
commutator 155, and whatever voltages are carried by
the conductor 189 according to the setting of the
switch 188 . If the switch 188 is in the position shown,
connected to the conductor 187 leading from the out-
put of the sequence ramp generator 164 (or of the
commutator 165) the conductor 189 will be carrying a
unity gain signal at the end ofthe non-inverted ramp . If
the switch 188 is in contact with the switch terminal
190, the conductor 189 will continue to carry the
steady state +10 volt signal delivered by the conductor
191 .
During the animation sequence, the inverted ramp

from the sequence control summation amplifier 179 is
50 also transmitted by the conductors 182 and 183 to the

X and Y animation multipliers 34 and 45 . Therefore,
these X and Y animation multipliers 34 and 45 have
maximum gain at the start of the animation sequence
and gradually reduce to zero gain at the end of the ani-
mation sequence. A conductor 210 also delivers this in-
verted ramp signal to the angle of rotation multiplier 53
to control the gain ofthat multiplier.
A control 211 from the sequence ramp generator

164 to the electronic switches 127, 133 and 140 causes
these switches to open when the sequence ramp
reaches its end point . This disconnects the X, Y and Z
oscillators 120, 121 and 122 to eliminate any spurious
signals that might cause jitter of the display at the end
of the animation sequence.
FIG . 1 illustrates the synch generator section 220 of

the timing control . The synch generator section 220 in-
cludes an oscillator 222 that generates a 76.8 kHz
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signal . The output from the oscillator 222 is delivered
by a conductor 223 to a flip-flop 224, the output con-
ductor 225 of which carries a signal that is half the
frequency of the input, or 38.4 kHz . This 38 .4 kHz
signal is delivered by the conductor 225 to another flip-
flop 226 that again halves the frequency to 19.2 kHz,
the line frequency of the display cathode ray tube .
An output conductor 228 from the flip-flop 226 car-

ries the 19.2 kHz signal to a flip-flop 229 where the
frequency is halved to 9.6 kHz as delivered by a con-
ductor 230 to a flip-flop 231 . The output from the flip-
flop 231 is a 4.8 kHz signal delivered by a conductor
232 to a decade divider 233 . The decade divider 233
divides its input 4.8 kHz signal by 10, producing an out-
put signal of 480 Hz which is delivered by a conductor
234 to another decade divider 235 . An output conduc-
tor 236 from the decade divider 235 carries a 48 Hz
signal, which is the frame frequency of the cathode ray
tube display . These frequencies are selected to main-
tain compatibility with the shutter frequency of stan-
dard cinema cameras .
The conductor 232 also carries the 4.8 kHz signal to

a decade counter 238 where the input frequency is di-
vided by 10 to produce a 480 Hz output delivered by a 25
conductor 239 to a flip-flop 240 . The output from the
flip-flop 240 is a 240 Hz signal delivered by a conduc-
tor 241 to another flip-flop 242. The output from the
flip-flop 242 is a 120 Hz signal carried by a conductor
243 to a flip-flop 244, the output of which is a 60 Hz
signal, or line frequency .
A phase detector 246 has one input 247 that con-

stitutes the 60 Hz power line 247 . The other input con-
ductor 248 to the phase detector 246 carries the 60 Hz
signal from the flip-flop 244 . The output from the
phase detector 246 varies in proportion to the dif-
ference between the two input frequencies. This output
signal is delivered by a conductor 249 to a Raysistor
250 which converts it input voltage to resistance
changes applied through a conductor 251 to the oscilla-
tor 222 . Any difference between the power line
frequency and the 60 Hz signal in the conductor 248
will adjust the frequency of the oscillator 222 to a value
of precisely 1,280 times 60 Hz, or 76.8 kHz . A poten-
tiometer 252 is a manual control for frequency adjust-
ments .
The cinema camera (not shown) which may be used

to photograph the final display generated by this net-
work has a conventional 60 Hz synchronous motor 50
drive . The 48 Hz output from the decade divider 235 is
delivered by a conductor 255 to a composite blanking
mixer 256 that is connected to control the video
camera 253 . The 48 Hz signal maintains synchronism
with the cinema camera . A conductor 259 also delivers 55
the 19.2 kHz signal to the composite blanking mixer
256 . The combination of the 48 Hz signal and the 19.2
kHz signal and the composite blanking mixer 256 pro-
vides a composite synchronizing signal for the video
camera 253 .
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The circuit in the cinema camera senses the shutter
position and applies a 24 Hz signal by way ofa conduc-
tor 260 to a delay multivibrator 261 . An output pulse
from the delay multivibrator 261 is transmitted by a
conductor 262 to another delay multivibrator 263 65
which produces an output pulse in its output conductor
264 delayed an arbitrary amount from its triggering

10
signal . The pulse carried by the conductor 264 is trans-
miffed to an AND gate 265 .
The output from the delay multivibrator 261 is also

delivered by a conductor 266 to a peak-detector-and-
hold circuit 267 . The peak-detector-and-hold circuit
267 has a short charge period and a long discharge
period . Its output is delivered by a conductor 268 to a
delay multivibrator 269 that produces an output pulse
40 milliseconds long which is transmitted through a
conductor 270 to the AND gate 265 .
When the cinema camera is started, a series ofpulses

from the delay multivibrator 261 corresponding to
shutter openings charge the peak-detector-and-hold
circuit 267 in steps until the output voltage in the con-
ductor 268 exceeds the threshhold of the delay mul-
tivibrator 269 . The delay multivibrator 269 is then trig-
gered to produce the 40 millisecond pulse . Since the
peak-detector-and-hold circuit 267 remains charged as
long as the cinema camera continues to run, a single
pulse is generated by the delay multivibrator 269 each
time the cinema camera is started, but the single pulse
is delayed from the start to enable the synchronous
motor of the camera to build up to full speed . Coin-
cidence of pulses in the conductors 270 and 264
produces an output from the AND gate 265 which is
delivered by conductors 271 and 272 to reset the
decade dividers 233 and 235 . Thus these decade
dividers 233 and 235 are reset in coincidence with the
opening of the shutter each time the cinema camera is
started.
The section sequence control network . 2_80 illus-

trated -in FIG : 2 has a delay multivibrator 281 that"
receives the 48 Hz signal by way of a conductor 282 .
The output from the delay multivibrator 281 is trans-
mitted by a conductor 283 to another delay multivibra-
tor 284 . One output conductor 285 from the delay mul-
tivibrator 284 carries a variable width vertical reset
pulse synchronized with the 48 Hz signal but delayed
from it an arbitrary period. The other output conductor
286 from the delay multivibrator 284 carries an in-
verted vertical reset pulse synchronized with the 48 Hz
signal but also delayed from it an arbitrary period .
A delay multivibrator 288 receives the 19.2 kHz

signal by way of a conductor 289, The output from the
delay multivibrator 288 is delivered by a conductor 290
to another delay multivibrator 291 . One output con-
ductor 292 from the delay multivibrator 291 carries a
variable width horizontal reset pulse synchronized with
the 19.2 kHz signal but delayed from it an arbitrary
period . The other output conductor 293 from the delay
multivibrator 291 carries a variable width inverted
horizontal reset pulse synchronized with the 19.2 kHz
signal but delayed from it an arbitrary period .
The vertical reset pulse in the conductor 285 is dif-

ferentiated in a differentiator network 295 . The dif-
ferentiated pulse is delivered by a conductor 296 to a
switch terminal 297, by a conductor 298 to a switch
terminal 299, by a conductor 300 to a switch terminal
301, and by a conductor 302 to a switch terminal 303.
A switch arm 305 is movable into contact with the
switch terminal 297 to transmit the differentiated pulse
to a flip-flop 306. A switch arm 307 is movable into
contact with the switch terminal 299 to transmit the
differentiated pulse to a delay multivibrator 308 . A
switch arm 309 is movable into contact with the switch
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terminal 301 to deliver the differentiated pulse to a

	

tivibrator 312 has two output conductors 362 and 363 .
delay multivibrator 310. A switch arm 311 is movable

	

The conductor 362 leads to a differentiating network
into contact with the terminal 303 to deliver the dif-

	

364. From the differentiating network 364, a conduc-
ferentiated pulse to a delay multivibrator 312. There

	

for 365 leads to an inverter 366 the output of which is
may be additional delay multivibrators like the delay 5 connected by a conductor 367 to an AND gate 368.
multivibrators 308, 310 and 312 according to the

	

Another input conductor 369 to the AND gate 368 car-
number of individual sections that are to be in-

	

ries the horizontal reset pulse from the delay mul-
dividually animated .

	

tivibrator 291 . The output from the AND gate 368 is

	

,
The inverted vertical reset pulse is transmitted by the

	

transmitted through a conductor 370 to a flip-flop 371,

	

,
conductor 286 to a differentiating network 315 . The 10 and also through another conductor 372 to a switch

resulting differentiated pulse is transmitted by a con-

	

terminal 373 opposite the switch arm 309 on the input
ductor 316 to the flip-flop 306. One output conductor

	

side of the delay multivibrator 310, and through a con-
317 from the flip-flop 306 transmits a signal when flip-

	

ductor 374 to the OR gate 332 .
flop 306 receives the differentiated trailing edge of the 15

	

The conductors 317 and 318 from the flip-flop 306,

vertical reset pulse through the switch 305 . Another

	

336 and 337 from the flip-flop 330, 357 and 358 from

output conductor 318 from the flip-flop 306 transmits a

	

the flip-flop 349, and 378 and 379 from the flip-flop

signal when the flip-flop 306 receives the differentiated

	

371 lead to all the commutators 146, 155, 114, 51, 92,

pulse in the conductor 316 corresponding to the lead-

	

42,

	

31,410, 408, and 406 for section con-

ing edge of the inverted vertical resetpulse .

	

20 trot .
The delay multivibrator 308 has an input conductor

	

The other output conductor 363 from the delay mul-

320 for establishing the duration of the output of the

	

tivibrator 312 leads through a differentiating network

delay multivibrator 308 according to the setting of a

	

376 to a conductor 377 leading to the flip-flop 371 .

manually adjustable potentiometer 321 . The delay mul-

	

The flip-flop 371 has two output conductors 378 and

tivibrator 308 has an output conductor 322 carrying 25 379 .

the variable width output pulse and an output conduc-

	

An output conductor 381 from the OR gate 332

for 323 carrying the inverted output pulse . The signal

	

leads to a flip-flop 382 . The other input to the flip-flop

in the conductor 322 is differentiated in a differentiator

	

382is the conductor 293 carrying the inverted horizon-

324 and the differentiated pulse passes through an in-

	

tal reset pulse from the delay multivibrator 291 . An

verter 325 to an AND gate 326 by way of a conductor 30 output conduct0

	

from the flip-flop 382 leads to a-

327 . Another input to the AND gate 326 is by a con-

	

blanking tire t 285 , own mFIG . 4 . Other inputs to

ductor 328 carrying the horizontal reset pulse from the

	

the blanking circuit 385 are a conductor 386 carrying

multivibrator 291 . The output from the AND

	

the vertical reset pulse from the delay multivibrator
delay 284 and a conductor 387 carrying the horizontal reset
gate 326 is transmitted by a conductor 329 to a flip-flop 35 pulse from the delay multivibrator 291 . The vertical
330, and by a conductor 331 to an OR gate 332 and by

	

reset pulse is also transmitted through a conductor 389
a conductor 333 to the switch 305 .

	

tothe integrator 33 and through a conductor 390 to the
The signal carried in the conductor 323 is delivered

	

integrator 44 . The horizontal reset pulse is delivered to
to a differentiating network 334 and thence by a con-

	

the integrator 32 through a conductor 391 and to the
ductor 335 as another input to the flip-flop 330 . The 40 integrator 43 through a conductor 392 . Another input
flip-flop 330 has two output conductors 336 and 337 .

	

conductor 393 to the blanking circuit 385 is connected
A conductor 338 leads to the delay multivibrator 310

	

tothe output ofthe final Zsumming amplifier 151 .
from a manually variable potentiometer 339. The

	

The blanking circuit 385 delivers voltages through a
potentiometer 339 is adjustable to set the duration of

	

conductor 395 to a red intensity summing amplifier
the output from the delay multivibrator 310 . The delay 45 396, through a conductor 397 to a blue intensity
multivibrator 310 has two output conductors 340 and

	

sunvning amplifier 398, and through a conductor 399
341 . The signal in the conductor 340 passes through a

	

to a green intensity summing amplifier 400. Poten-
differentiating network 342 and then to a conductor

	

tiometers 401, 402 and 403 leading to the summing
343 leading to an inverter 344 . The output from the in-

	

amplifiers 396, 398 and 400, respectively, set overall
verter 344 is delivered by a conductor 345 to an AND 50 color . A section commutator 406 sets color for the in
gate 346 . Another input conductor 347 to the AND

	

dividual sections through a conductor 407 leading to
gate 346 leads from the delay multivibrator 291 and

	

the red intensity summing amplifier 396 to set section
carries the horizontal reset pulse . The output from the

	

color in the red intensities . A commutator 408 is con-
AND gate 346 is delivered by a conductor 348 to a flip-

	

netted by a conductor 409 to the blue intensity
flop 349 . The output from the AND gate 346 is also 55 summing amplifier 398 to set section color in the blue
delivered by a conductor 350 to a switch terminal 351

	

intensities . A commutator 410 is connected by a con-
opposite the switch arm 307 on the input side of the

	

ductor 411 to the green intensity summing amplifier
delay multivibrator 308 and is delivered by a conductor

	

400 to set section color in the green intensities . The
352 to the OR gate 332 .

	

output conductors 413, 414 and 415 from the red, blue
The output conductor 341 leads to a differentiating 60 and green intensity summing amplifiers 396, 398 and

network 355 . The differentiated signal is carried by a

	

400, respectively, lead to the red, blue and green inten-
conductor 356 to the flip-flop 349 . The flip-flop 349

	

sity grids of a color cathode ray tube .
has two output conductors 357 and 358 .

	

A conductor 419 is connected to a reset signal
An input conductor 360 leading to the delay mul- 65 source. The reset signal is transmitted by a conductor

tivibrator 312 is connected from a manually adjustable

	

417to the delay multivibrator 308, by a conductor 419
potentiometer 361 for setting the duration of the out-

	

to the delay multivibrator 310, and by a conductor 420
put from the delay multivibrator 312 . The delay mul-

	

tothe delay multivibrator 312 .

12
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14
OPERATION

	

blanking . The AND gate 326 assures that switching
For animation of the entire scene, the switch arm

	

between sections two and one is possible only at the
305 is moved in contact with the switch terminal 297,

	

conclusion ofa horizontal line .
the switch arm 307 is moved in contact with the ter-

	

The signal from the AND gate 326 which was trans-
minal 351, the switch arm 309 is moved in contact with 5 mitted to the OR gate 332 to cause blanking of the
the terminal 373, and the switch arm 311 is moved out

	

cathode ray tube is also transmitted during blanking by
of contact with the terminal 303. The differentiating

	

way of the conductor 333 and the switch 305 to the
network 295 differentiates the trailing edge of the verti-

	

flip-flop 306, changing the state of the flip-flop 306 to
cal reset pulse carried by the conductor 285 and trans-
mits this c;fferentiated pulse to the flip-flop 306 . The
output from the flip-flop 306 is transmitted by the con-
ductor 317 to all the commutators 146, 155, 114, 51,
92, 42, 165, 103, 83, 31, 410, 408 and 406, switching
all those commutators to first section parameters cor-
responding to animation of the entire scene . Animation
takes place for the duration between the end and
beginning of the vertical reset pulse output from the
delay multivibrator 284. When the leading edge of the
next vertical reset pulse is differentiated in the dif-
ferentiating network 315, the resulting pulse is trans-
mitted through the conductor 316 to the other input of
the flip-flop 306, producing an output in the conductor
318 to end the period ofanimation . This conductor 318

	

Forfour section animation, the switches 305 and 307is also connected to all of the commutators .

	

25 are not changed. The switch 309 is moved back intoFor two section animation, the switch 305 is moved

	

contact with the terminal 373, and the switch 311 isinto contact with the conductor 333 and the switch 307

	

moved into contact with the terminal 303 . Now, anima-is moved into contact with the switch terminal 299 . The

	

tion begins with section four by the delivery of a signalother switches 309 and 311 are left in their previously

	

to the delay multivibrator 312 . Section four animationset positions . The differentiated trailing edge ofthe ver- 30 is identical to sections three and two . The sequence istical reset pulse is delivered by the conductor 298

	

now section four animation with the network that in-through the witch 307s

	

to the delay multivibrator 308,

	

cludesthe delay multivib-- '-- "" I . . -

	

.generating a variable-width output pulse the duration
of which is set by the potentiometer 321 . The leading
edge of the inverted output pulse, as differentiated in 35
the differentiating network 334, is transmitted by the
conductor 335 to the flip-flop 330, changing the state
of the flip-flop 330 and causing a signal to be trans-
mitted through the conductor 337 to all the commuta-
tors to begin second section animation . The second 40
section parameters continue animation of the second
section until termination of the output pulse from the
delay multivibrator 308 . The trailing edge of this out-
put pulse is differentiated in the differentiating network
324, inverted in the inverter 325 and transmitted 45
through the conductor 327 to the AND gate 326 . When
a horizontal reset pulse from the delay multivibrator
291 is transmitted through the conductor 328 to the
AND gate 326, a signal is transmitted from the AND
gate through the conductor 329 to again change the 50
state of the flip-flop 330 and deliver a signal through
the conductor 336 to all the commutators, ending the
animation of the second section . The pulse from the
AND gate 326 is sufficiently long to remain for several
horizontal reset pulses transmitted to the conductor 55
328, and the AND gate 326 therefore passes a signal
when the first of these horizontal reset pulses reaches
the conductor 328 following a signal in the conductor
327 .
The signal from the AND gate 326 is also transmitted 60

through the conductor 331 to the OR gate 332 and on
to the flip-flop 382, producing a signal in the conductor
384 leading to the blanking circuit 385 to blank the dis-
play cathode ray tube during switching between sec-
tions. This blanking will remain until the next inverted
horizontal reset pulse in the conductor 293 again
changes the state of the flip-flop 382 to terminate

start the section one parameters as described . The con-
10 clusion of the section one animation is triggered by the

presence of a signal in the conductor 316 to change the
state of the flip-flop 306 .
For three section animation, the switch 305 is left in

15 contact with the conductor 333, the switch 307 is
moved into contact with the switch terminal 351, the
switch 309 is moved into contact with the terminal 301,
and the switch 311 is left in its previously set position .
Section three animation then starts when the delay

20 multivibrator 310 and proceeds as described for sec-
tion two animation . The sequence is section three ani-
mation, section two animation, and section one anima-
tion .

y section
three animation with the network which includes the
delay multivibrator 310, then section two animation,
followed by section one animation . As already stated,
additional networks may be provided for any number
ofsections .

Different modes of animation are determined by the
settings of the switch 169, the switch 166, the switch
192, and the switch 188 . Mode one animation is a zoom
effect animation in which a small initial image grows to
a large final image . With the switch 169 in contact with
the terminal 170, the sequence ramp generator 164 is
maintained in its reset condition and no ramp
generated . The switch 166 is in a position to receive the
signal from the potentiometer 167 the setting of which
determines the duration of the ramp . The switch 192 is
set in contact with the terminal 194, and the switch 188
is set in contact with the conductor 187.
To start the animation, the switch arm 169 is moved

into contact with the terminal 171 . This initiates the
generation of a ramp voltage in the sequence ramp
generator 164 which is transmitted to the inverter am-
plifier 177 where the ramp is inverted . The inverted
ramp is transmitted to the sequence control summation
amplifier 179 where it is combined with the control
voltage set in the potentiometer 180, and the output
transmitted by the conductors 182 and 183 establishes
the gain in the X and Y animation multipliers 34 and
45, and, through the conductor 184, to the Z animation
multiplier 149. These gains begin at unity and reach
zero at the end of the ramp generated by the sequence

65 ramp generator 164.
The ramp voltage is also transmitted through the

conductor 187 and the switch arm 188 to the final Z
summing amplifier 151 to control initial image size .
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6Since the level of the inverted ramp changes from

	

times b

	

the setting of theY

	

g

	

potentiometer 167. Whenunity towards zero, the gains of the X, Y and Z anima-

	

the switch arm 166 is in contact with the potentiometertion multipliers 34, 45 and 149 decrease . Hence, the in-

	

16S, an ingoing ramp is generated for a duration set byitial X, Y and Z voltages have a diminishing influence

	

the potentiometer 168 . The result is a zooming effecton the image displayed . Also, the amplitude of the ani- 5 when the switch arm 166 is in contact with the poten-mation originating from the X, Y and Z oscillators 120,

	

tiometer 167, and a reverse zooming effect when the121 and 122 diminishes .

	

switch arm 166 is in contact with the potentiometerAt the end of the ramp generated by the sequence

	

168, for individually selected time durations . Thus, asramp generator 164, gains of the X, Y and Z animation

	

theswitch arm 166 is moved back and forth, the anima-multipliers 34, 45, and 149 are zero. To assure this, the 10 tion occurs from the initial size and position setting tosequence ramp generator 164 operates through the cir-

	

final size and position setting and then back in thecult connection 211 to open the electronic switches

	

reverse direction to the initial size and position settings .127, 133 and 140 to disconnect the X, Y and Z oscilla-

	

The conductor 393 that delivers the output signaltors 120, 121 and 122 and prevent any spurious jitter 15 from the final Z summing amplifier 151 to the blankingfrom affecting the stability of the display subsequent to

	

circuit 385 adjusts the intensity of the display beam inanimation .

	

X

	

inverse proportion to the size of the image being dis-The foregoing

	

' ationsequence occurs between

	

played . This tends to keep the proportional intensitysettings for initial

	

nd Y position and final X and Y

	

level ofthe display constant duringzooming .position . As already explained, X and Y sizes are set for 20

	

The manually operable switches 124, 130 and 137the entire scene by the settings of the manually opera-

	

permit individual in and out connections of the oscilla-ble potentiometers 101 and 112 . X and Y positions for

	

for signals from the X, Y and Z oscillators 120, 121 andthe individual sections are set by the commutators 103

	

122. By operation of these switches, further modifica-and 114. Initial X and Y positions for the entire scene

	

tions of the animation sequences are possible . In addi-are set by the potentiometers 80 and 88 . Initial X and Y 25 tion, the entire scene or individual sections of the scenepositions for the individual sections are set by the com-

	

can be rotated according to the setting of the basicmutators 83 and 92 . Animation of the image of the en-

	

angle potentiometer 48 as modified by the signal in thetire scene or of individual sections begins and occurs

	

manually adjustable signal source 55 and/or by thefrom these initial settings .

	

commutator 51 . This operation has already beenFinal size ofthe entire scene is set by the potentiome- 30 described .ten 18 and the potentiometer 22 . Final position for the

	

The foregoing description has set forth frequenciesindividual sections is set by the commutator 31 and the

	

ofoperation to synchronize with the shutter frequencycommutator 42 . Final position for the entire seen-is ~5Jof a cinema camera. However, the final cathode rayset by the potentiometer 16 and the potentiometer2l,

	

tube display may be recorded on video tape rather thanFor mode two animation, the switch 188 is moved 35 by a cinema camera . In the latter case, the 60 Hz signalinto contact with the terminal 190 which delivers a

	

output from the flip-flop 244 of FIG . 1 would be usedsteady state +10 volt signal to the final Z summing am-

	

asthe synchronizing signal fed to the composite blank-plifier 151 . Accordingly, in the mode, size is not af-

	

ing mixer 256 . The video camera trained on the outputfected by the sequence ramp voltage generated by the 40 cathode ray tube would operate at 60 Hz power linesequence ramp generator 164, and animation consists

	

frequency so synchronization would be maintained .of translations and distortions caused by the X, Y and Z

	

The devices for producing the 48 Hz signal could beoscillators 120,121 and 122 .

	

eliminated .In mode three animation, the switch 188 is moved

	

Various changes and modifications may be madeinto contact with the conductor 187 . The switch 192 is 45 within the purview of this invention as will be readilymoved into contact with the terminal 193 . Now, the in-

	

apparent to those skilled in the art . Such changes andverted ramp from the output conductor of the inverter

	

modifications are within the scope and teaching of thisamplifier 178 is transmitted through the switch arm

	

invention as defined by the claims appended hereto.192 and the conductor 196 to the X, Y and Z mil-

	

"tis claimed is :tipliers 125, 131 and 138, increasing the gains of those 50t/1. A system for producing animated images of amultipliers from zero at the start of the ramp voltage to

	

static or dynamic scene comprising a video camera forunity at the end of the ramp . Simultaneously, the gains

	

scanning the scene to be animated and for producingof the X, Y and Z animation multipliers 34,45 and 149

	

video signals representing the scene, a display deviceare decreasing from unity to zero . The overall effect is

	

for displaying the animated image, the display devicezero animation at the beginning of this animation 55 having deflection and video inputs, means for establish-sequence, moving to maximum animation at the mid

	

ing deflection signals defining initial position of the dis-,point of the animation sequence, and ending in zero

	

played image, means for establishing deflection signalsanimation at the end ofthe animation sequence.

	

defining final position of the displayed image, means toFor mode four animation, the switch arm 169 is left

	

modulate any or all the deflection signals for selectivein contact with the terminal 171 which delivers a +5 60 animated'y_?~~Sf

	

tween triiflal andfxtal positionsvolt signal . The switch arm 192 is put in contact with

	

ofthe displayed image, the generation ofthe deflectionthe terminal 194, and the switch arm 188 is put in con-

	

signals being synchronize

	

w,

	

the

	

eaeration of thetact with the terminal 190. During animation, the

	

Video sign s nom

	

e video camera representing

	

eswitch arm 166 is moved back and forth between con- 65 -scene, and means or applying the video and modulatedtact with the potentiometer 167 and the potentiometer

	

deflection signals to the video and deflection inputs168. When the switch arm 166 is in contact with the

	

respectively of the display device to produce a displaypotentiometer 167, an outgoing ramp is generated as

	

ofthe animated image .

15
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~2. The system of claim ? wherein the modulating

	

13.

	

1 g
A method of animating a scene as displayed onmeans includes means to modulate signals defining the

	

thedilf

	

dil

	

dspay screen o aspayevice compri ., r, ;.entire display and means to modulate signals defining

	

steps of establishing the horizontal and verti:windividual sections of the display.

	

ofthe display beam for reproduction of the scene d:-/3. The system of claim I wherein the display device 5 vided into a select number of sections, generatingcomprises a cathode ray tube having a movable beam,

	

signals for modulating the horizontal and verticalthe system including means for controlling thescanningfh dilsweeps o tesay 1--- ;

	

an accordance with ''patt .rn

	

f ti, displp

	

o

	

e

	

ay tube beam, and means to apply
signals to the controlling means proportional to angles
of rotation to rotate the display on the display tube .
4. The system of claim 1 including means for adding

voltas to th dfltiilgeeeecon sgnas to rotate the display.
5. A system for producing an animated display of a

subject comprising a display device, the display device
having a movable beam and horizontal and vertical
controls for regulating the horizontal and vertical
sweeps of the movable beam, means to establish inten-
sity modulations and sweep program signals for the
beam of the display device corresponding to reproduc-
tion'of the subject in select individual sections, means
to generate animation signals, means to combine the

ni-
_mationsequence desired, and selectively combining

the modulating signals with the horizontal and vertical10 sweep signals corresponding to the individual sections
ofthe scene.
~4. The method of claim 13 including the step of ad .

`~ justing the duration ofthe combination ofthe modulat-
15 ing signals with the horizontal and vertical sweep

signals .
15 . The method of claim 13 including the step of

blanking the beam of the display device during
switching between animation of individual sections of

20 the scene.
16. The method of claim 13 including the step of

varying over time the degree to which the the mdltoua-animationsignals with the sweep program signals to

	

ing signals are combined with the horizontal and verti-animate the display -1--ts o vary the horizontal,,_

	

cal weep signals .'and vertical controls to positionthe display beam for 25 /17. A computer animation system comprising meansseparate animation of the individual sections of the ! to generate signals corresponding to initialsubject--_ - ___--

	

position of a
~~' C. The system of claim 5 including means to program

	

subject on a display tube, means to generate signalssignals
separate forms of animation signals, and means to

	

corresponding to final position of the subject on a dis-
selectively combine one or more of the animation

	

play tube, means to generate signals corresponding to
signal forms with the sweep program signals.

	

30 an animation pattern of movement of the subject from
initial to flitibih iina poson, means to comne tenitial7. The system of claim 6 wherein the sweep program

signals include signals defining the size of

	

bject,

	

poson signals, final positions signals and animation
and including means fo c

	

pattern signals to control the

	

ition of the subject ong

	

xabiwng elected ones of the,the,the �

	

positionpas

	

J
animationanimation signals wit

	

selected ones o t e size signals 35 a display tube as a function of such combination of
to-Produce animated variations m size of the display as

	

signals, and means to vary the magnitude of influence
one form ofanimation.

	

of one or more of the individual signals on the com-I
~ 8: The system of claim 5 including means to modu-

	

bination ofsignals .
late the intensities of color control grids separately in

	

18. The computer animation system of claim 17 in-
~~coincidence with animation of individual sections .

	

40 eluding means to generate the said signals for in-'

	

9Thfie system o claim 5 including means to blank

	

AMA-1 sectons of the sub.ject,and means to combine
the beam of the display device during positioning ofthe

	

thesaid signals for each individual sectionL' r. .
beam between animation of individual sections.

	

~/ 19. The computer animation system of claim 18 in-
, %10. The system of claim 5 including means to vary

	

eludingcowtars for regulating the sequence of
l

	

the number ofindividual sections to be animated .

	

45 signal generation and signal combination correspond-
f- 11 . A system for producing an animated display of a

	

ingto the sections ofthe subject.
subject comprising a display device, the display device

	

~j, 20. The computer animation system of claim 19 in-
having a movable beam, means to establish intensity

	

eluding a section sequence control network having
modulations and sweep program signals for the beam of

	

means for establishing the number of sections and
the display device corresponding to reproduction ofthe 50 means for establishing the relative size of each section.
subject, means to generate animation signals, means to

	

21. The computer animation system of claim 17 in.
combine the animation signals with the sweep program

	

eluding a video camera for generating video signals
signals to animate the display, and means to vary Over

	

representing the subject, and a display tube having
time the degree la-which._=_ammatton_ginals_are

	

deflection and video inputs, the video signals and com-
combined with the sweep

	

ro ram si

	

als in animating 55 bination of signals being applied to the video and
-t e isalav

	

deflection inputs respectively of the display tube for12 . A method of animating a scene as displayed on

	

displaying the output from the computer animationthe display screen of a display device comprising the
steps of establishing the horizontal and vertical sweeps
of the display beam for reproduction of the scene,
generating signals for modulating horizontal and verti-
cal sweeps of the display beam in accordance with the
animation sequence desired, combining the modulating
signals with the horizontal and vertical sweep signal

sys.
2. The computer animation system of claim 17

wherein the means to vary the influence of the in-
dividual signals includes a generator for generating a
ramp signal, and means to multiply the initial position
signals by the ramp signal prior to the said combina-
ti

m.

and varying over time the degree to which the modulat- 6

	

23. The computer animation system of claim 22 in-ing signals are combined with the horizontal and verti-

	

eluding means to multiply the animation pattern signalcal sweep signals .

	

bythe ramp signal prior to the said combination.
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,____24. The computer animation system of claim 22wherein the ramp signal is characterized as having a
reasing slope .

2
de

5 . The computer animation system of claim 17 in-eluding means to vary the animationpattern signals .
_/Z6. A method ofproducing an animation sequence of1

	

a subject from a single still view of the subject compris-
ing the steps of generating video signals representing
each part of the subject as selectively divided into one
or more parts ; reproducing each of said parts of the
subject on a separate raster section generated fromparameter signals defining its size, shape, and position,the generation of each raster section being
synchronized with the generation of the video signals
representing the part of the subject produced thereon ;
and selectively modulating selected ones of the
parameter signals to produce changes m se ec e

	

ones
Thereby pr

	

icingcorr`espo- wingc a-FngesintNeparts o t e subject reproduced thereon .
27 . A method ofproducing an animation sequence of 20

a subject from a single still view of the subject compris-
ing the steps of scanning each part of the subject asselectively divided into one or more parts to produce
video signals representing each part, generating
parameter signals defining the size, shape, and position 25
of a raster section for each of said parts of the subject,
combining the parameter input signals to generate, in
synchronization with the generation of the video signals
representing each part of the subject, time varying
coordinate signals defining a raster section, modulating 30
the intensity of the electron beam of an electron beam

35

40

45

50

55

65

20
device with the video signals representing each part ofthe subject while simultaneously directing the scan pat-tern of the electron beam with the coordinate signals
produced in synchronization therewith to reproduce5 each part of the subject on a separate raster section,
and selectively modulating selected ones of the
Parameter I

	

icing cor-respon mg c angel inert to_s_a;tinK_patterns . of the .
"eTecfrori-heam,theiaster sections produced thereby .W and the partso

	

esubject produced thereon .
g an anima emagecom-

prising analog network means having analog inputs andanalog outputs, means associated with the analog net-work means for combining signals at its inputs to15 produce time varying coordinate signals at its outputs
representing a particular scan pattern, means forestablishing input signals at the analog inputsrepresenting an initial scan pattern, means forestablishing input signals at the analog inputs
representing a final scan pattern, and means to selec-
tively modulate the input signals for a se ected duration
oo produce time varying coordinate outputsignals representing continuously changing scan pat-terns between initial and final scan patterns.
29 . The system of claim 28 including means for

generating video signals representing each part of asubject divided into a select number of parts, andmeans for producing a display of the subject inresponse to the video and time varying coordinatesignals.


